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PRODUCT EXAMPLE
SPICE BLEND
Chef Bob works for an ingredient company. Chef Bob has created a seafood seasoning blend.
All the recipe amounts are in teaspoon and tablespoon quantities. He needs to do the following:







Enter this version of the spice blend recipe in TechWizard™ and save the formula.
Determine raw ingredient costs and determine how hot (spicy) the blend is.
Reformulate the recipe to be less spicy.
Create a bar chart comparing his original recipe to a reformulated recipe.
Create a nutrition facts panel and ingredient list.
Create a specification sheet.

Create Recipe
To start, Chef Bob clicks the Name, Notes and ID option (S). In the window that appears, he
enters his formula name including a version number and a formula id (A). In the formula notes
section, he is entering information about the recipe (B). This information will be saved with his
formula.
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Chef Bob is ready to start building his recipe. He clicks the Add Ingredient button (C).

The Add Ingredients window appears. Chef Bob builds the formula using ingredient information
obtained from the USDA Food Composition Database which is available in TechWizard™. He
searches for each
ingredient (D) and
clicks the Add button
to add the selected
ingredient to the
current formula on the
right portion of the
screen (E). Next,
Chef Bob presses the
Edit Recipe button
(F) so he can enter a
recipe amount for
each ingredient.

The Recipe Entry
window appears. Chef
Bob selects each
ingredient and enters
the recipe amount (G).
TechWizard™ converts
the amounts for each
ingredient into a recipe
expressed in percent
weight.
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The following shows the TechWizard™ screen after he finishes entering the recipe amounts. His
list of ingredients and corresponding percentages (H) are shown on the left side of the screen.
The formula cost per pound and per kilogram is displayed (I). Chef Bob needs to know the
Scoville unit content (heat, spiciness) of his recipe. TechWizard™ automatically calculates the
value (J). Chef Bob saves this version of his formula by clicking Save Formula in the File menu
(not shown).

Reformulate
Chef Bob has done some taste tests and
feels he needs to reduce the level of heat in
the blend by roughly 20%. His goal is to
reduce the level of heat (Scoville value) in the
spice blend without sacrificing flavor or
increasing his raw ingredient costs. He will let
TechWizard™ do the reformulation.
Before deciding on how best to reformulate
the spice blend, Chef Bob reviews the
Scoville data for each ingredient in the
formula (K). His main sources of heat are
cayenne pepper and mace.
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Chef Bob tells TechWizard™ that he would like the Scoville value for the formula to be 800 (L)
instead of the original value (1009.908) and the price to be no greater than the original recipe
which was $ 8.996 per pound (M). He sets desired ranges for his ingredients, especially the
ingredients contributing heat (N). These ranges were based on reducing the Scoville value
(reduce perceived heat) without sacrificing flavor. Chef Bob presses the Formulate button (O).
TechWizard™ determines the best combination of ingredients to meet his goals while
minimizing cost. The percent of each ingredient in the new formulation is displayed along with
the new formula price (P). TechWizard™ successfully created a recipe that reduced the Scoville
value without increasing the cost of the formula.

Chef Bob has decided to export his information to a Microsoft® Excel spreadsheet and create a
bar chart to compare his original formula with the new formula (shown below). The results show
that the new recipe has more black pepper and less cayenne pepper which results in a lower
Scoville value. The price is acceptable.
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Create Reports
Chef Bob needs to produce a nutrition label based on a ¼ teaspoon serving size. He uses the
labeling features in TechWizard™ to create a linear nutrition facts panel and ingredient list.

Chef Bob would also like to create a specification sheet for his spice blend. He has decided to
display the price per lb, nutrient composition, allergen content, organic status, kosher status,
country of origin, and ingredient list. He creates this report in TechWizard™ and instructs
TechWizard™ to include his company logo at the top of the spec sheet.

Versatility
TechWizard™ is a very versatile tool. Chef Bob was able to do all these tasks in just a few
minutes. He could do many more. For example, he could prepare a test kitchen batch sheet or
determine the raw ingredient costs associated with making a production batch. He could make
this new formula an ingredient and use it in another formula. He could print a variety of reports
or he could export formula information to another software program.
Contact us today to find out what TechWizard™ can do for you.
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